reported in this issue of Current Biology highlights the intersection of these processes by revealing a novel neural substrate for maintaining a moment-by-moment account of where past viewed objects are with respect to one's present gaze. In demonstrating a heretofore unrecognized dynamism within a well-known midbrain 'visual' topography, the findings provide the first glimpse into a putative neural mechanism for spatial updating on a continuous time scale.
Discrete versus Continuous Updating
Imagine you're sitting at the computer reading the latest issue of Current Biology online while also enjoying a cup of coffee, a pleasant scenario that is only sporadically interrupted by a house fly that seems to have it in for you. Chances are that every time you think to take a sip of coffee, the image of the cup rests in a different place on your retina, or perhaps the cup has left your field of view altogether as you read the text on the monitor or track the flight of the distracting fly. But, would you ever -even for a second -experience confusion about where the coffee cup is or where it will be in the next moment? Likewise, if you wanted to take a sip, would you have any difficulty directing your gaze to the cup to guide your reach, even if the cup wasn't visible from your current vantage point? Intuitively, the answer is 'No' to both queries.
Despite the fact that, just like the fly buzzing about your head, the cup has taken up hundreds or even thousands of different positions with respect to your gaze, you 'know' that it has not moved and, at any point in time, you could disengage from your current attentional focus -the words on the monitor, the fly -to direct your gaze to where you remembered it to be. Whether you've been reading or tracking the fly, looking toward the remembered location of the cup requires some form of neural computation that takes into account both the original retinal coordinates of its image and the metrics of any and all intervening eye movement to effectively 'remap' the cup's location with respect to current gaze. But, although superficially equivalent, whether you've been reading or tracking the fly could have significant implications for the nature of this spatial updating computation and, accordingly, for its neural implementation.
The study by Dash et al. [5] speaks directly to the distinction. Prior to this work, almost all that was known about the neural mechanisms of spatial updating derived from studies employing saccades [1-4,6-11], the extremely rapid, highly stereotyped, and discrete eye movements used to sample a visual scene one fixation at a time. Reading is a prime example of a task that relies on such a discrete sampling strategy. In contrast, virtually nothing was known about how the brain updates the representations of remembered visual goals when movements are continuous, as in the case of the smooth pursuit eye movements that would be enlisted to track a fly's path in space. As described below, by cleverly adapting the key features of a transsaccadic remapping task for use with smooth pursuit eye movements, Dash et al. [5] may have revealed a critical neural foundation for this capability.
Let's Do the Two-step The literature on transsaccadic spatial updating is substantial and diverse, but a primary laboratory task used to demonstrate this capacity and to study its neural underpinnings is the so-called 'double-step task' [8] [9] [10] [11] . The premise is straightforward: while a subject fixates upon a spot on a screen, two eccentric spots are flashed briefly in succession and the subject's task is to look to their remembered locations in the sequence that they appeared (the two steps). For the first spot, the image of the flash in retinal coordinates is commensurate with the vector of the saccadic eye movement needed to look toward its remembered location; however, that is not the case for the second. Because a saccade (the first step) has intervened since the time of the second flash, there is a mismatch between the coordinates of its original retinal image and the metrics of the movement now required to look to its location in space. In other words, the memory trace of the original flash would have to be remapped to represent its location with respect to the new, post-saccadic line of sight. It is well established that humans and animal subjects can accurately perform the double-step task and there is evidence that the location of the second flash is remapped in gaze-centered coordinates by combining information about the retinal locus of the second flash with that of the impending saccadic motor command to the first [1] [2] [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The idea that the brain uses an internal copy of a motor command to update its sensory maps -rather than later developing proprioceptive cues tied to the actual movement -was first formalized by Von Helmholtz [12] and then later refined by Sperry [13] and von Holst and Mittelstaedt [14] , respectively referring to it as corollary discharge and efference copy. Using corollary discharge has advantages -it can be much faster than proprioception -but the accuracy and precision of any computation that incorporates it clearly hinges on the fidelity and reliability with which the effector ultimately executes the motor command. The highly stereotyped and quantal nature of saccades lends well to this because the motor command is a good predictor of the upcoming gaze displacement. As noted by Dash et al. [5] , however, pursuit movements offer no such foreknowledge; generally speaking, they are neither stereotyped nor of predetermined metrics and thus provide no such future gaze anchoring point for updating the spatial representations of remembered visual goals. So what implications does the distinction between discrete and continuous movements have for spatial performance and the neural mechanisms of spatial updating?
And Now the Smooth-step To investigate this issue, Dash et al. [5] devised what one might call a 'smooth-step' task which, like the double-step task, requires subjects to make an accurate saccade to the remembered location of a briefly flashed target after an intervening eye movement. Rather than an initial saccadic step, however, monkey subjects were first required to engage in smooth pursuit while tracking a continuously moving stimulus. Crucially, their task design did not permit subjects to predict the spatial extent of the smooth pursuit excursion; thus, similar to a natural setting, for example the fly, the final gaze coordinates of the flashed stimulus cannot be known in advance of completing the pursuit.
Dash et al. [5] found that monkey subjects had no difficulty making highly accurate saccades to the remembered locations of the flashed targets, thus indicating that they had in fact accounted for the pursuit movement in updating the target's location with respect to the post-pursuit gaze position. The behavioral finding was as anticipated, but, with their recordings from neurons in the superior colliculus, they reveal a novel neural correlate of the behavioral outcome, one suggestive of a neural strategy for spatial updating that could perhaps generalize beyond smooth pursuit to the broader class of continuous movement.
The Hills Are Alive
To appreciate these neural findings, it is important to know that the superior colliculus is a midbrain visuomotor structure that represents both sensory goal locations and the saccade vectors to acquire them in the form of topographically-organized maps [15] . Neurons sensitive to the occurrence of visual stimuli are systematically arranged according to their receptive fields. Analogously, neurons that respond in association with saccades are arranged according to their movement fields, which signify the neurons' preferred movement vectors. At first glance, this map-like organization would seem to support a point-to-point correspondence between the retinal locus of a visual stimulus and the saccade vector needed to look toward it, but it should be readily apparent that a straightforward registration of the sensory and motor-related maps cannot exist in the case of the double-step task or its smooth pursuit Prior studies of the superior colliculus and allied cortical visuomotor areas suggest that, if the intervening movement were a saccade, activity within the 'visual' map would jump to a new location to represent the goal's updated location with respect to gaze, even though the stimulus itself is no longer visible [1] [2] [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 16] . But what happens when the movement is not discrete or fully specified at the time of its initiation? Rather than jump, can activity within 'visual' maps migrate to represent the instantaneous, moment-to-moment location of a visual stimulus' memory trace with respect to a continuously changing gaze? Indeed, Dash and colleagues [5] infer that this is precisely what happens. They report that individual visually-responsive superior colliculus neurons became active precisely at the point in the pursuit eye movement trajectory when the excursion would have brought the originally-flashed stimulus (if it were still present) into the neuron's receptive field.
Remarkably, these neurons behaved as if the visual stimulus were still present and being swept through their receptive fields as the eyes moved! Extrapolating to the population of neurons, Dash et al. [5] thus posit the existence of a continuously migrating 'hill' of superior colliculus activity whose position at any point in time represents the location of a previously viewed stimulus in gaze coordinates. Their data may be the first empirical evidence that continuous spatial updating can be accomplished within the framework of a dynamic topography, a form of representation that could represent a general strategy for providing motor circuits access to the right information at the right time.
Developmental Biology: Hedgehog Turns Into a Metabolic Hormone
The molecule Hedgehog is well known as an organizer of tissue morphogenesis. A recent report now demonstrates that it also plays the role of a gut hormone, orchestrating the nutrient response during fly development.
Neha Agrawal 1,2,3 and Pierre Lé opold 1,2,3, * ''The fixity of the internal milieu is the condition for a free and independent life'' wrote Claude Bernard, the pioneer of homeostasis, in a posthumous book published in 1878 [1] . Homeostasis is not only key during adult life, but also during the energy-intensive processes of development. Homeostasis relies on the dynamic interactions between 'sentinel' tissues that sense variations in environmental conditions and the rest of the body where adaptations take place.
In recent years, studies using the fruit fly Drosophila have provided many insights into the interaction between such body systems, revisiting major paradigms in physiology with the use of efficient genetic approaches. One particular focus for this emerging field of 'genetic physiology' is the regulation of body growth, a developmental process that relies both on intrinsic (genetic) and extrinsic (environmental) parameters.
Studies using flies have recently contributed to our understanding of the complex regulatory network allowing adaptation of the growth program to changes in nutrient availability [2] .
Growth in flies is confined to a 4-day larval feeding period, when there is a spectacular 300-fold increase in body mass. This phase is critical since larvae subsequently enter a non-feeding maturation phase (or metamorphosis) before emerging as adults. Therefore, similar to humans, adult size is fixed at the end of the juvenile period. The extent of larval growth is largely dependent on the diet, particularly amino acids. With moderate diet restriction, larvae develop slower, reach a reduced size at maturation and give rise to small but well-proportioned adults. Diet acts on two hormonally controlled parameters to modify final body size: the larval
